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FLEETCOR installed workstations featuring the Evolve panel system, overhead storage units, worksurfaces, storage pedestals and panel mounted privacy glass. Also shown, Global’s Graphic Mesh seating.

“It is good to know that we are making a
sustainable, earth-friendly decision.”
- Cindy Owen, Executive Coordinator, FLEETCOR

FLEETCOR is a global leader
in the business of providing
fleet, fueling and specialized
payment solutions that keep
businesses throughout the
world moving forward. To
better keep their employees
moving forward in managing
corporate relationships with
FLEETCOR’s 800+ partners,
the company selected The
Evolve Furniture Group to
furnish its new corporate
headquarters in Atlanta, GA.

evolve furniture group

Product design, quality and
price were paramount to
FLEETCOR in their decisionmaking process, however the
solution also needed to be
functional and sustainable.
These parameters led the
FLEETCOR team to The
Evolve Furniture Group and
its versatility to provide the
best product at the right
price.
The Evolve panel system, installed with Evolve storage towers, made efficient use of the space
and allowed FLEETCOR to install more workstations where space was at a premium.

www.evolvefurnituregroup.com
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design details


230 total workstations were installed
featuring Evolve:
- Panel systems
- Overhead storage units
- Storage pedestals
- Storage towers
- Worksurfaces
- Under shelf task lighting
- Panel mounted privacy glass



Global’s Graphic Mesh seating is shown
at each workstation to complement the
Evolve product

design impact
For the FLEETCOR team tasked with this
project, the product feature that had a
significant impact was the ability to use
180-degree corner workstations.
In addition, FLEETCOR reports that the
design has had a significant, positive impact
on employee morale.

Installation: January 2012
Photography Credits: Jonathan Hillyer Photography
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